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ABSTRACT
Thanks to the wide availability of bandwidth, the millimeter wave
(mmWave) frequencies will provide very high data rates to mobile
users in next generation 5G cellular networks. However, mmWave
links suer from high isotropic pathloss and blockage from com-
mon materials, and are subject to an intermittent channel quality.
Therefore, protocols and solutions at dierent layers in the cellular
network and the TCP/IP protocol stack have been proposed and
studied. A valuable tool for the end-to-end performance analysis
of mmWave cellular networks is the ns-3 mmWave module, which
already models in detail the channel, Physical (PHY) and Medium
Access Control (MAC) layers, and extends the Long Term Evolu-
tion (LTE) stack for the higher layers. In this paper we present an
implementation for the ns-3 mmWave module of multi connectiv-
ity techniques for 3GPP New Radio (NR) at mmWave frequencies,
namely Carrier Aggregation (CA) and Dual Connectivity (DC), and
discuss how they can be integrated to increase the functionalities
oered by the ns-3 mmWave module.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This paper has been submitted to WNS3 2018. Copyright may be transferred without notice.
Communication at mmWave frequencies will be one of the key
features of the fth generation of cellular networks (5G), given
that the wide available bandwitdh at these frequencies [32] can
potentially enable multi-gigabit-per-second data rates [9, 24] and
satisfy the Enhanced Mobility Broadband 5G use case [36]. 3GPP
New Radio (NR), the 5G standard for cellular networks, will support
the communication at frequencies up to 52.6 GHz [3], and the
rst trials have conrmed the potential for ultra-high achievable
throughput [36].
However, there are several challenges to be addressed for a suc-
cessful deployment of mobile mmWave networks, mainly related to
the harsh propagation environment at such high frequencies, and in
the recent years there have been several eorts focused on solving
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these issues. The rst is the high isotropic propagation loss, which
increases with the square of the carrier frequency. This is addressed
by using highly directional communications, that increase the link
budget and hence the range at which the communication is still
feasible, and are enabled by the fact that with a small mmWave
wavelength it is possible to pack many antenna elements in small
areas [33, 39]. The second challenge is related to blockage, which
prevents direct Line of Sight (LOS) communication in the presence
of obstacles, buildings and even the human body [31]. Nonetheless,
as shown in [32], in an urban environment with a rich scattering
environment, it is possible to communicate also in Non Line of
Sight (NLOS) using reections, but with an Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) with is approximatively 30 dB smaller. This problem can be
solved with network densication, i.e., the increment in the den-
sity of the deployment of mmWave base stations, with inter-site
distance in the order of a few hundreds of meters to decrease the
outage probability [24, 31].
The characteristics of the communications at mmWave frequen-
cies, however, also introduce challenges in the whole network stack.
For example, the usage of directional transmissions requires new
protocols for initial access and tracking at the Medium Access
Control (MAC) layer [37], while the network densication and
the sensitivity to blockage events call for fast network procedures
to timely update the serving base station [26]. The performance
of transport protocols is also aected by the intermittency of the
mmWave channel, which causes the emergence of buerbloat and
low utilization of the available resources [27].
The need for the design of cross-layer solution and the analysis
of the performance of mmWave cellular networks in an end-to-end
environment has motivated the introduction of a mmWave module
for ns-3 [14], which is publicly available and extensively described
in [21]. It features the implementation of mmWave channel models
(including the 3GPP model [42]), and custom Physical (PHY) and
MAC layers with a dynamic frame structure that adapts to the large
bandwidth available at mmWaves [12], and extends the higher
layers of the Long Term Evolution (LTE) module implementation
(e.g., by using queueing techniques in the Radio Link Control (RLC)
buers, or by modeling also the connection to the control elements
of the core network). The module has been already used to study the
performance of frame structures, schedulers, mobility management
techniques and transport protocols in end-to-end mmWave cellular
networks [21].
In this paper, we describe the implementation of two multi con-
nectivity techniques that are included in the latest 3GPP specica-
tions for NR [6] and the internetworking between LTE and NR [5]
which can be used to improve the connection reliability and/or
the throughput. In particular, we will focus on Carrier Aggrega-
tion (CA) for mmWave frequencies, and describe how it can be
integrated with multi-Radio Access Technology (RAT) Dual Con-
nectivity (DC) in a combined LTE-mmWave scenario. The inclusion
of these features increases the realism and the capabilities of the
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Table 1: Multi connectivity solutions for mmWave cellular networks, at dierent layers and across a single or multiple Radio Access Technologies (RATs).
Multi connectivity technique Relevant specications for
NR at mmWave frequencies
Single or
multi-RAT
Main features
Coordinated Multi-Point CoMP is not included in
3GPP NR specications.
Studied in [18, 19, 41].
Single Increases the received SNR by combining
multiple identical transmission
Carrier Aggregation
(available in ns-3 mmWave)
3GPP TS 38.300 [6], TR
38.802 [3].
Single Increases the data rate or the diversity using
multiple carriers with a common MAC layer
Dual Connectivity
(available in ns-3 mmWave)
3GPP TS 38.300 [6], TS
37.340 [5]
Both Uses dierent cells to increase the data rate
or the reliability, and improve the mobility
management. Used for LTE-NR internet-
working
Multipath TCP
(available in ns-3 with DCE [28, 40])
RFC 6824 [13] (independent
from 3GPP NR specica-
tions)
Multi Combines multiple TCP subows on dif-
ferent network interfaces to increase the
throughput
Application layer solutions
(available in ns-3 with custom imple-
mentations [11])
Independent from specica-
tion bodies. Studied in [11]
Multi Use dierent RATs to increase the diversity
and improve the Quality of Experience
ns-3 mmWave module, and enables the simulation of more com-
plex scenarios with advanced multi-RAT solutions, agile spectrum
management and higher throughput.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2
we describe the main multi connectivity solutions for mmWave
cellular networks, with a focus on CA and DC and the related 3GPP
specications. In Sec. 4 we present the implementation of CA, and
in Sec. 3 we discuss that of the DC and the integration between
the two. In Sec. 5 we report some examples and results, and we
conclude the paper and provide insights on future works in Sec. 6.
2 MULTI CONNECTIVITY FOR MMWAVE
CELLULAR NETWORKS
Given the harsh propagation environment at mmWave frequencies,
and the probability of link disruption given by self-blockage or
external obstacles, it is important to design and deploy mechanisms
that provide diversity in the communication. Beside diversity in
time, which can be achieved using retransmissions, and improves
the overall end-to-end performance by hiding the channel losses
to the higher layers [28], another important kind of diversity is
introduced by multi connectivity over dierent base stations and/or
with links at dierent frequencies (also called macro diversity) [31].
The multi connectivity for user and control planes can be imple-
mented in multiple ways, which mainly dier for the layer at which
the integration among the available links happens (i.e., PHY, MAC
or higher layers) and the heterogeneity of the links (i.e., whether
they belong to the same RAT or not), as shown in Table 1.
Multi connectivity techniques for the same RAT. At the physical
layer, the same signals, transmitted from dierent synchronized
access points of the same RAT, can be combined at the User Equip-
ment (UE) side to increase the Signal to Interference plus Noise
Ratio (SINR) with the Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) technique.
At mmWave frequencies, papers [18, 19] analyze the gain in terms
of coverage when using CoMP, while the authors of [41] study the
throughput and Radio Link Failure (RLF) performance in a Cloud
Radio Access Network (C-RAN) setup with CoMP.
At the MAC layer, instead, multi connectivity is usually achieved
with CA, which is already widely used in LTE-Advanced networks [4,
23]. While with CoMP the data transmitted by each base station
is the same, in the same time and frequency resources, in order to
increase the SINR, with CA dierent data streams can be transmit-
ted in each link (also called Carrier Component (CC)). Moreover,
dierent CCs can use dierent frequencies, and can be adapted
to the channel independently (i.e., use dierent Modulation and
Coding Schemes (MCSs), and/or retransmission processes), but are
usually transmitted by the same base station. CA increases the
available datarate for the user, since it aggregates the spectrum
across multiple bands, but can also be used for agile interference
management [23] and spectrum sharing with unlicensed bands with
the LTE-U extension [43]. CA will be supported also by the 3GPP
NR standard, which also supports mmWave frequencies for the
access, with a maximum of 16 CC [3, 6]. At mmWave frequencies,
carrier aggregation techniques can be used to combine carriers with
very dierent propagation properties (e.g., 28 and 73 GHz) or in li-
censed and unlicensed bands [16] in order to improve the reliability
of transmission and/or increase the throughput [31]. However, to
the best of our knowledge, there are no studies on the application
of this technique to mmWaves.
Finally, another single-RAT multi-connectivity technique is DC,
introduced in 3GPP LTE-Advanced networks [4] and extended
in NR [6]. In this case, the user is connected to multiple base
stations, with one cell acting as primary and the other as secondary.
The integration happens at the Packet Data Convergence Protocol
(PDCP) layer [7], which is located in the primary cell, and the
lower layers (i.e., RLC, MAC and PHY) of the dierent cells are
independent.
The main dierence between DC and CA is in how the cellular
network stack is set up for each bearer, i.e., for each end-to-end
trac ow. With DC, each bearer is congured with a dierent and
independent RLC instance per cell, which forwards and receives
data from a common PDCP instance, while CA has a single RLC for
each bearer (independently of the number of CCs) and can support
joint scheduling at the MAC layer across the dierent carriers.
Therefore, while DC can be deployed in dierent non-colocated cells
(which could also use dierent multiplexing techniques and frame
structures in the air interface), CA is usually applied to carriers
belonging to the same cell. However, CA enables a tighter level
of integration and balancing between the dierent links. With
DC, once the data is forwarded from the PDCP to the primary or
secondary RLC, it will be transmitted in the selected cell and, if
the channel quality of that link worsen, there is no possibility of
changing the selected cell on the y (the data would need to be
forwarded from one RLC to the other). With CA, instead, there is
a single RLC layer for each bearer, thus, until the bearer data is
actually scheduled on one of the available carriers, in principle it
could be transmitted on any of them. Notice that DC and CA can
be combined, i.e., a primary or a secondary cell can use multiple
CCs per user.
Multi connectivity across dierent RATs. Dual Connectivity plays
an important role also in multi connectivity across dierent RATs:
for example, papers [26, 38] proposed DC as a promising technique
for the inter-networking between 4G (i.e., LTE) and 5G cellular
networks, and the 3GPP recently announced the support of LTE
and NR integration with DC [5, 6]. In particular, DC between LTE
and NR is seen as a promising enabler of early NR deployments,
which would piggyback on the already deployed LTE core network
(i.e., Evolved Packet Core (EPC)), thus initially avoiding a costly
deployment of the new 5G core network. Given that the integration
is at the PDCP layer, this option also allows a dierent design for
the RLC, MAC and physical layer in 5G NR with respect to LTE.
The performance of the combination of dierent RATs at sub-6
GHz and mmWave frequencies with dual connectivity has been
studied in [26, 29], showing that it can improve both throughput
stability and latency while reducing the control signaling and sim-
plifying the mobility management. Moreover, multi connectivity
across dierent RATs can also improve the control plane reliability,
for example by reducing the signaling overhead and the latency for
the directional initial access needed at mmWave frequencies [17].
Finally, multi connectivity at the transport or application layer
recently emerged as a possible enabler of simultaneous communi-
cation over dierent and completely independent RATs, such as
cellular networks managed by dierent operators and/or cellular
and Wi-Fi networks. In particular, in [28, 34] the performance of
Multipath Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [13] has been stud-
ied over a combination of sub-6 GHz (LTE or Wi-Fi) and mmWave
links, while in [11] multi connectivity on LTE and mmWave is used
at the application layer to improve the quality of video streaming.
Given the importance of multi connectivity for mmWave net-
works, we believe that integrating enabling multi connectivity tech-
niques in the mmWave module for ns-3 improves the realism and
the validity of the performance evaluation of mmWave cellular
networks. In the following sections we will present the multi con-
nectivity solutions (i.e., multi RAT Dual Connectivity, and Carrier
Aggregation) available in ns-3 mmWave1, as shown by the protocol
stack represented for the RAN side in Fig. 1 and the UE in Fig. 2.
3 CARRIER AGGREGATION IN NS-3
MMWAVE
The modeling of the CA feature in the mmWave module for ns-3
follows the 3GPP specications for NR [6], and aligns the PHY and
MAC design to the ns-3 LTE module implementation [8], for which
the CA capability was introduced in [10]. In this section, we will
describe the main characteristics of our implementation, and the
dierences with respect to CA in the LTE module.
As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the implementation for the data
plane involves the lower layers of the protocols stack (i.e., MAC
and PHY), i.e., it is transparent with respect to the functionalities
oered by the RLC and PDCP layers. The control functionalities are
performed by the Radio Resource Control (RRC) layer, which is in
charge of sharing the information for the carrier setup between the
base station and the UE. In particular, the base station broadcasts
information on the primary CC, and the UE connects to it. Then,
when it enters the RRC_CONNECTED state, the base station RRC
can instruct the UE to add and/or remove additional carriers with
dierent parameters [6].
In our CA model, and as generally done in the ns-3 mmWave
module [21], we inherit and extend the inter-layer interfaces of
the LTE module (i.e., the Service Access Points (SAPs)) [8] and the
classes that implement them, in order to increase the exibility
and account for dierent channel and propagation conditions for
the dierent carriers, as well as possibly dierent numerologies, as
specied in [6].
Similarly to the LTE implementation [10], the basic class of the
CA implementation is the MmWaveComponentCarrier class and its
MmWaveEnbComponentCarrier and MmWaveUeComponentCarrier
extensions. An instance of this class represents a single carrier, and
contains pointers to the associated protocol stack layers and rele-
vant congurations, as shown in Fig. 3. In particular, in our imple-
mentation, a MmWaveComponentCarrier object contains a reference
to a MmWavePhyMacCommon object, which is used to specify the nu-
merology, frequency and bandwidth information for the carrier. The
MmWavePhyMacCommon class was introduced in [20], and prior to the
CA implementation, a single MmWavePhyMacCommon was created by
MmWaveHelper during the conguration of the simulation. This ob-
ject was shared by all the evolved Node Base (eNB) and UE PHY and
MAC layer classes, as well as by the channel model classes, to pro-
vide access to a set of common parameters. With the CA implemen-
tation, instead, an instance of MmWavePhyMacCommon is created for
each possible carrier, and is associated to the unambiguous identier
of the carrier (i.e., carrier ID stored in the m_componentCarrierId
private variable of MmWavePhyMacCommon). Each of these objects is
shared by all classes of the layers at the base station and UE side that
are related to the same carrier. The carrier-specic MmWavePhyMac-
Common instance then denes the carrier frequency (with the at-
tribute CenterFreq), the bandwidth (for which it is possible to
1Multipath TCP can also be on top of dierent RATs, e.g., mmWave and LTE, or Wi-Fi,
using Direct Code Execution (DCE) as described in [21, 28].
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Figure 1: Protocol stack for the integration of multi-RAT dual connectivity and carrier aggregation at the Radio Access Network (RAN) side. The layers in gray
are those aected by the CA implementation.
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Figure 2: UE protocol stack for the integration of multi-RAT dual connectiv-
ity and carrier aggregation. The layers in gray are those aected by the CA
implementation.
control the size of the resource blocks and their number) and the
frame structure (i.e., the number of symbols per subframe, their
duration, and the number of subframes per frame).
The dierent MmWaveComponentCarrier objects in the UEs and
base stations are managed by a single CC manager, i.e., an object
that implements respectively the LteUeComponentCarrierManager
or the LteEnbComponentCarrierManager interfaces. The CC man-
ager, together with the MmWaveUeMac or MmWaveEnbMac classes,
models the functionalities of the MAC layer as show in Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2 for the mmWave protocol stack. In particular, at the base
station side, it receives the Buer Status Reports (BSRs) from the
RLC layers, and forwards them to the MmWaveScheduler instances
following dierent policies according to the particular implementa-
tion of the CC manager. The schedulers then allocate the available
resources and generate Downlink Control Informations (DCIs) for
the dierent carriers. In the current implementation, the scheduling
on the dierent carriers is independent, but we plan to extend it
in order to model joint cross-carrier scheduling. The CC manager
at the UE side is a simplied version of that of the base station,
since it does not need to split the BSRs between the carriers, but
limits itself to forwarding them to the base station CC manager.
In particular, only the primary CC is used for the reporting of the
BSRs and the exchange of control information2, since it is the only
CC in which the Service Radio Bearers (SRBs) are set up.
2While implementing the CA feature for the mmWave module, we discovered a bug
that prevents the CA implementation of the LTE module in ns-3.27 to use the resources
allocated for the uplink. This bug is xed in our implementation, and we proposed a
patch also for LTE, see https://www.nsnam.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=2861.
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Figure 3: Information represented by instances of MmWaveComponentCarrier
(and extensions).
In the mmWave A implementation, we provide dierent im-
plementations of the CC manager at the base station side. As for
LTE, there is a MmWaveNoOpMacComponentCarrierManager which
is used for single-carrier simulations, and a MmWaveRrMacComponent-
CarrierManager, which applies a round robin policy and splits the
BSRs equally across the carriers, with the result that they reach a
similar throughput. In addition, we include also a bandwidth-aware
CC manager. It is likely that dierent carriers over dierent fre-
quency bands will use dierent bandwidths, given that the higher
the carrier frequency the larger the bandwidth that can be allo-
cated to mobile network operators3. Therefore, a typical use case
for CA in the mmWave band would be the aggregation of a CC
at relatively low carrier frequency, with a smaller bandwidth, but
with better propagation properties (i.e., lower pathloss), and other
CCs at much higher frequencies with larger bandwidths. In this
case, a round robin CC manager that evenly splits the packets to be
transmitted across the dierent carriers would not yield an optimal
performance, given the dierent data rates that can be supported by
the Congestion Controls (CCs). Therefore, the CC manager imple-
mented in the MmWaveBaRrMacComponentCarrierManager class is
made aware of the bandwidth available to the dierent carriers
during the simulation setup, and then, when it receives the BSRs
from the RLC layer instances in the base station or the UE, it divides
the reports according to the bandwidth ratio across the carriers.
3For example, the International Telecommunication Union is considering the allocation
to mobile operators of bands of approximatively 3 GHz in the 20–30 GHz spectrum,
and of 10 GHz in the 60–80 GHz spectrum [15].
Another dierence with respect to the LTE implementation is the
usage of dierent channel model objects for the dierent carriers. In
the mmWave module, indeed, the joint modeling of the propagation
loss, the small and large scale fading and the beamforming has a
fundamental importance for the accuracy of the simulation results.
In our previous paper [42] we introduced the implementation of the
3GPP channel model for frequencies above 6 GHz [2], which has fea-
tures that depend on some carrier-specic parameters, such as the
bandwidth and the carrier frequency. Therefore, we decided to use
dierent MmWave3gppChannel objects4 for each carrier, and use the
MmWavePhyMacCommon of the carrier to set up the necessary param-
eters. Finally, we extended the MmWaveSpectrumValueHelper class
in order to support the conguration (i.e., bandwidth, numerology
and carrier frequency) of the dierent carriers.
CA conguration in ns-3 mmWave simulations. Thanks to the
adoption of a MmWavePhyMacCommon object per carrier, the user of
the ns-3 mmWave module has a lot of exibility in conguring
the parameters of the simulation. We provide two comprehen-
sive simulation examples in the mmwave-ca-same-bandwidth.cc
and mmwave-ca-diff-bandwidth.cc les in the examples folder
of the mmWave module. The rst step in the simulation congu-
ration is the initialization of a MmWavePhyMacCommon per CC. The
method SetAttribute can be used to set the relevant parameters
for the carrier. Then, a map that associates the carrier ID to the
MmWaveComponentCarrier is created, and passed as a parameter
to the MmWaveHelper with the method SetCcPhyParams. The user
then deploys the nodes, installs the relevant NetDevices, mobility
models and applications as in a non-CA simulation script. It is the
MmWaveHelper, indeed, that transparently takes care of the initial-
ization of the channel objects and the association to the correct
carrier, and of the setup of the mmWave base stations and UEs with
the carriers information.
4 DUAL CONNECTIVITY IN NS-3 MMWAVE
The ns-3 mmWave module can also simulate UEs that can connect
to two dierent RATs (i.e., LTE and mmWave base stations) at
any given time. The modeling and the implementation of this
functionality has been described in our previous works [25, 26, 29].
For the sake of completeness, we recall here the main features, and
describe the changes needed to support CA.
The DC feature can be used to enhance the quality of the con-
nection in two dierent ways, i.e., by increasing the reliability or
the throughput. The reliability can be improved by using just the
mmWave RAT and performing a seamless fallback to LTE when all
the mmWave base stations are in outage. The throughput, instead,
is increased by actively transmitting data on both the links. The im-
plementation follows the 3GPP specications for multi-RAT DC [5],
and involves the higher layers of the protocol stack shown in Fig. 1
and Fig. 2, i.e., from the RLC layer up. The core of the implemen-
tation is a new NetDevice, i.e., the McUeNetDevice, which models
a dual-stack (i.e., LTE and mmWave) UE with a single EpcUeNas
4The MmWave3gppChannel class implements the SpectrumPropagationLossModel
interface, and in particular the DoCalcRxPowerSpectralDensity method which ap-
plies fading and beamforming to the received power spectral density according to the
3GPP channel model and dierent beamforming techniques [42]. Moreover, in this
current iteration, we support only the 3GPP channel model, but we plan to extend the
implementation to all the channel models available in ns-3 mmWave.
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Figure 4: SAP interfaces for DC between the McEnbPdcp, LteRlc (or subclasses)
and EpcX2 classes.
class as the interface between the higher layers and the cellular
protocol stack in the data plane.
In order to simulate a Non Stand Alone (NSA) deployment (i.e., a
deployment of an LTE and of an NR RAN with a common LTE-EPC
core network), the LTE eNB acts as the primary cell, i.e., as the
mobility anchor towards the core network, and the NR Next Genera-
tion Node Base (gNB) at mmWave frequencies as the secondary cell.
The MmWaveHelper class supports the installation of both LTE and
mmWave base stations with the same EPC. The downlink packets
for the UE are routed from the Packet Gateway (PGW) to the LTE
eNB, and the integration happens at the PDCP layer: a single PDCP
instance is created for each bearer, and controls two instances of the
RLC layer, one in each cell. The X2 interface connects the dierent
base stations, and is used to forward downlink PDCP Packet Data
Units (PDUs) from the primary to the secondary, and vice versa for
the uplink. In order to support this functionality, we introduced two
classes that extends the LtePdcp class, i.e., McEnbPdcp at the RAN
and McUePdcp at the UE side. We also dened new SAP interfaces,
between the PDCP, the RLC layer and X2, which are congured
during the bearer setup process in the RAN, in order to enable the
packet forwarding to and from the remote RLC/PDCP as shown in
Fig. 4.
The control plane was also extended in order to support DC.
Contrary to the intra-RAT DC for LTE [1], in the latest LTE-NR
internetworking specications [5] and in our implementation [29]
both the LTE and NR mmWave stacks feature a complete imple-
mentation of the RRC layer. It performs control functionalities
on the link such as initial access, collection and reporting of link
measurements, bearer setup and management, mobility. The RRC
layer in the LTE stack manages both the local link and the setup
of the dual connectivity with the selected mmWave cell. We ex-
tended the implementation of the LteEnbRrc and LteUeRrc classes
to support the DC functionalities, in particular for the new network
procedures and the support of the split bearers.
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Figure 5: Simplied UML of a dual-connected device, an LTE eNB and a
MmWave eNB that also support carrier aggregation. We only report themain
classes of the DC-CA integration implementation, i.e., the SAP interfaces are
omitted.
The ns-3 mmWave DC also includes a fast handover procedure
for the secondary cell (i.e., the one at mmWave), extensively de-
scribed in [26], that avoids the interaction with the core network
during secondary cell updates and improves the performance of
the mmWave RAN with mobile UEs by reducing the handover
interruption time and the latency during handover events. More-
over, during the handover procedure, we support two dierent RLC
buer management policies. If RLC Acknowledged Mode (AM) is
used, the handover is lossless, i.e., the PDUs in all the RLC buers
are forwarded from the source to the target cell. Instead, when
Unacknowledged Mode (UM) is adopted, the handover is seamless,
i.e., the source forwards to the targer cell only the RLC PDUs which
have not yet been transmitted [22, 35].
With respect to the implementation described in [29], we ex-
tended the McUeNetDevice class in order to support carrier aggre-
gation. Fig. 5 shows a simplied UML diagram of the integration of
the DC and CA implementation for an McUeNetDevice and an LTE
and a mmWave base stations. It can be seen that the mmWave
and the LTE CA implementations are used respectively in the
MmWaveEnbNetDevice and LteEnbNetDevice classes, while they
coexist in the McUeNetDevice. The example in Fig. 5 shows two
CCs per RAT, but it is actually possible to congure independently
the number of CCs in the LTE and mmWave RATs. Then, given
that dierent RRCs are in control of the LTE and mmWave links, it
is possible to set the carriers after the UE has attached to either of
the two RATs, using RRC connection reconguration messages.
5 EXAMPLES
In this section we describe two examples related to the applica-
tion of CA to mmWave frequencies and report some relevant re-
sults that illustrate the exibility of the CA implementation in
conguring carrier-specic parameters and of the CC manager.
They can be found in the les mmwave-ca-same-bandwidth.cc
and mmwave-ca-diff-bandwidth.cc.
In the following examples, we always consider a total bandwidth
of 1 GHz. However, we compare dierent scenarios in which one CC
(with a fraction of the bandwidth) or the whole 1 GHz bandwidth
is aected by additional blockage. The 3GPP channel model [2, 42],
indeed, models dierent kinds of blockage phenomena. The main
distinction is between the NLOS and LOS conditions, which dier
because the main cluster of rays5 is blocked or not, respectively.
However, it is possible to model additional blockage events on the
other clusters. This feature represents the attenuation that can
be caused by (i) the human body of the user holding the device
(self-blockage), or (ii) other external obstacles (non-self-blockage).
The blockage is randomly applied in certain angular directions, and
thus on the clusters whose angle of arrival or departure belongs to
those regions. The per-cluster attenuation specied in the 3GPP
model and in our implementation is of 30 dB [2], even though some
recent papers proposed measurement-based models with a smaller
attenuation (i.e., 15 dB) [30]. The additional blockage can be set
using the Blockage attribute of the MmWave3gppChannel class, and
there is the possibility of selectively setting it carrier by carrier
with the method SetBlockageMap of the MmWaveHelper class. In
our performance evaluation, we consider that, if multiple carriers
are used with dierent antenna arrays in the mobile device, then
the user may just block one of them with his/her hand or body,
while, if the whole bandwidth is allocated to a single carrier, then
the link is either completely blocked or not.
In the rst example, we consider a single user in a NLOS con-
dition with respect to the serving mmWave base station. They
exchange data both in downlink and uplink, using a full buer
condition at the RLC layer that saturates the capacity of the link
(i.e., the RLC instance belongs to the class LteRlcSm). The user is
placed at a 2D distance d ∈ [50, 100, 150] m from the base station,
with an urban macro fading condition [2]. In this example, we
consider one or two CC using the same total amount of bandwidth.
Therefore, if a single carrier is selected, it is congured with a
bandwidth B = 1 GHz, whereas, if two carriers are set up, each of
them will use a bandwidth B = 500 MHz. We also compare two CC
deployment strategies. The rst is a contiguous allocation in the
37 − 40.5 GHz band, around a carrier frequency of 40 GHz. The
second, instead, is a non-contiguous deployment with a CC at 32.5
5The 3GPP 3D Spatial Channel Model (SCM) considers the received signal as a combi-
nation of dierent clusters, composed of multiple rays. Each cluster has its own angle
of arrival and departure, delay with respect to the rst cluster, and phase, and the total
power is given by the aggregation of the power in the dierent clusters [2].
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Figure 6: Throughput at the RLC layer for dierent congurations of the carrier aggregation in the mmwave-ca-same-bandwidth.cc example.
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Figure 7: Comparison (in the mmwave-ca-diff-bandwidth.cc example) among
dierent bandwidth splits for the two CCs, i.e., for RCC = BCC1/BCC0 ∈
[0.5, 0.25, 0.125], with a constant total bandwidth B = BCC0 + BCC1 = 1 GHz
in the 39.5 − 40.5 GHz spectrum.
GHz, in the 31.8 − 33.4 GHz band, and the other at 73 GHz, in the
66 − 76 GHz band [15]. The same number of antenna elements for
both congurations is used at the base station (64) and at the UE
(16).
The results are shown in Fig. 6a for the contiguous allocation,
and in Fig. 6b for the other one. We only report the downlink
throughput SRLC, since the results in uplink are similar given the
frame structure adopted. It can be immediately seen that the usage
of CA improves the RLC throughput in both cases. If CA is not
used, and the whole 1 GHz bandwidth is controlled by a single
scheduler, then it is not possible to properly adapt to dierent
channel conditions that may be present in dierent chunks of the
allocated bandwidth. The metric that is used to allocate the MCS,
and consequently the transmission opportunities, is indeed based
on the average SINR, and does not take into account frequency
selective fading. With CA, instead, it is possible to assign dierent
MCSs to each CC, that maximize the throughput while preventing
packet loss, and dierent retransmission processes [6], so that each
CC can optimally adjust to the dierent channel conditions. This
can be observed also when comparing the contiguous allocation
case in Fig. 6a with the non-contiguous one in Fig. 6b. In the rst
conguration, the spectrum band of the scenarios with and without
CA is the same (from 39.5 to 40.5 GHz), therefore the pathloss and
fading parameters are similar. In the non-contiguous one, instead,
one of the CCs or the only carrier if CA is not used are at 73 GHz. It
can be seen that the CA manages to make up for the throughput loss
given by the higher pathloss at 73 GHz, and that the gap between
the scenarios with and without CA is larger in the non-contiguous
conguration than in the contiguous. Finally, especially in the
contiguous deployment scenario, the CA throughput is similar
when the secondary CC is in blockage or not, corroborating the
performance gain that can be achieved with a more agile resource
allocation and channel adaptation mechanism.
The second example, instead, uses the bandwidth-aware sched-
uler, and compares the performance of dierent ratios RCC =
BCC1/BCC0 ∈ [0.5, 0.25, 0.125] between the bandwidth allocated to
the dierent carriers. The CA deployment is in a contiguous spec-
trum band around the 40 GHz carrier. The user is randomly placed
at a distance d ∈ U[0, 150] m and moves in the scenario with a ran-
dom walk mobility model. Fig. 7 reports the downlink MAC-layer
throughput of each carrier and the downlink RLC throughput. It
can be seen that the performance worsen as the ratio RCC decreases,
and one of the two carriers occupies a much larger bandwidth than
the other. For the secondary CC, whose bandwidth decreases with
RCC, the ratio between the throughput and the allocated band-
width remains constant, while, for the primary, whose bandwidth
increases with RCC, the same ratio decreases. A conguration with
a small RCC is indeed similar to a conguration without CA for
the primary CC, and does not provide the same channel adapta-
tion capabilities as a conguration with a more even split of the
bandwidth between the two CCs.
6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented the rst implementation of carrier
aggregation for the ns-3 mmWave module, and the integration of
CA with the LTE-NR dual connectivity feature. Multi connectivity
is an important feature in mmWave cellular networks, since it
helps increase the reliability of the mmWave link by providing
macro diversity (i.e., the possibility of using multiple mmWave
links with dierent frequencies and spatial characteristics) and a
ready fallback to legacy networks at sub-6 GHz features. Therefore,
modeling both CA and DC in the ns-3 mmWave module is an
important contribution to the module, that makes it possible to
simulate more complex, advanced and realistic scenarios6.
After an overview on the multi connectivity options for mmWave
in the literature and in the 3GPP or IETF specications, we described
the implementation of CA, focusing on the exibility of the con-
guration of the parameters in the dierent carriers and on the
implementation of a bandwidth-aware carrier manager. Then, we
illustrated the DC implementation, with additional details on the
integration with CA. Finally, we provided some examples and pre-
liminary results for CA at mmWave frequencies, showing how CA
improves the throughput of the network even if the same total
bandwidth is considered, given the higher eciency in performing
the per-carrier scheduling and the macro diversity.
As future work, we plan to investigate additional CC manager
policies, which could benet from PHY-MAC cross-layer approaches,
with additional channel information considered in the allocation
of resources to the dierent carriers. Moreover, we will imple-
ment joint-carrier schedulers, to increase the eciency of CA, and
complete our implementation with a test suite.
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